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Abstract: We study the problem of morphing two polygons of building footprints at two different
scales. This problem frequently occurs during the continuous zooming of interactive maps. The ground
plan of a building footprint on a map has orthogonal characteristics, but traditional morphing methods
cannot preserve these geographic characteristics at intermediate scales. We attempt to address this issue
by presenting a turning angle function-based morphing model (TAFBM) that can generate polygons at
an intermediate scale with an identical turning angle for each side. Thus, the orthogonal characteristics
can be preserved during the entire interpolation. A case study demonstrates that the model yields
good results when applied to data from a building map at various scales. During the continuous
generalization, the orthogonal characteristics and their relationships with the spatial direction and
topology are well preserved.
Keywords: turning angle function; morphing; building footprint; continuous generalization
1. Introduction
In online and web-mapping contexts, maps are commonly used in browsers and mobile devices
with different sizes, resolutions, and color models. This application requires the support of multiple
representations of map contents and forms. There are two strategies for multiple representations:
multiscale spatial databases (MSDBs) using database technology and online continuous generalization
using efficient scale transformation algorithms. Most current map applications are based on limited
and discrete MSDBs with pregeneralized map contents and several transitions from one scale to the
next [1]. For example, Google Maps provides 20 levels of detail (LOD), which are pregeneralized in
China to support user zooming to different scales, but the platform does not satisfy the requirements
for mapping at an arbitrary scale. To overcome this deficiency, continuous generalization using
an on-the-fly technology has emerged [2,3]. This approach allows users to zoom to different map scales
interactively at arbitrary levels with smooth and continuous changes [4].
Continuous generalization denotes the use of various generalization techniques in real time to
generate geographic information at arbitrary scales with smooth and continuous changes. This process
creates a temporary, generalized dataset exclusively for visualization and not for storage or other
purposes. There are three solutions to online continuous generalization: the traditional cartography
generalization algorithm-based solution, the LOD-based solution, and the shape interpolation-based
solution. The first solution implements continuous generalization by selecting and transforming
the traditional cartography generalization algorithm for data processing in a network environment.
For example, Sester and Brenner [2] defined a set of elementary generalization operations (EGOs) and
used them for the continuous generalization of building areas on small mobile devices. The LOD-based
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solution relies on the accumulation of change to construct a multiscale entity model [5]. This model
considers the spatial representation from one scale to another as an accumulation of a set of
changes. The difference between two consecutive representations is recorded in a linear order,
and target representation is achieved through the gradual addition or subtraction of “change patches”.
The third solution achieves continuous generalization based on scale interpolation by obtaining a map
representation at a meaningful intermediate scale and interpolating between two anchor scales [6,7].
The interpolation result is coarser than that at the larger scale and finer than that at the smaller scale,
thereby reflecting the fusion of the two basic scales.
In this paper, a solution for the continuous generalization of building plans is presented based on
shape morphing. Shape morphing is also known as shape blending, shape metamorphosis, or shape
fusion, and it is an important technique in computer graphics and computer vision. The morphing
process can be defined as a gradual (i.e., over time) and smooth transformation of one key shape into
another [8,9]. The essence of this method is shape interpolation. Considering the orthogonal boundary
property of building plans, we propose turning the angle function-based morphing model (TAFBM)
to continuously generalize building features. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the related works on morphing; Section 3 investigates the continuous generalization
model of building features using the TAFBM technology; the experiment is detailed in Section 4;
Section 5 presents the conclusions and suggestions for future improvements.
2. Related Work
According to different input data formats, morphing methods can be divided into two types:
raster morphing and vector morphing. Raster morphing treats maps as images and is used to warp
two map images and generate intermediate-scale images [10–13]. Vector morphing treats map features
as basic elements and is used to generate intermediate-scale shapes of corresponding features [1,14,15].
This paper focuses on vector morphing, particularly the morphing of building features.
Two methods are commonly used in the literature to specify morphing schemes for vector data [14].
The first approach transforms two input geometric graphics into two implicit functions and generates
the intermediate shapes by fusing the implicit functions with different parameters. For example,
Hughes [16] presented a scheduled Fourier transform to perform morphing in which both basic states
were represented as a combined function of high frequency and low frequency, and the morphing
effect was achieved by the fusion of the two functions. He et al. [17] decomposed the two basic states
into a set of frequency wavelet bands, applied a smooth interpolation to each band, and reconstructed
the results to generate the intermediate state.
The second popular approach involves an explicit morphing scheme. Previous works have mainly
focused on two aspects: finding meaningful correspondence between “features” of two key shapes and
producing smooth interpolated shapes according to “trajectories” along which the features, which are
associated with the intermediate shapes, “flow” from one key shape to another. In turn, the meanings of
feature and trajectory depend on the descriptions of the key shapes and consequently their geometrical
and topological properties [18]. Generally, the process of feature correspondence involves the detection
of the characteristic points and establishment of correspondence between the geometric features of the
source and the target shapes. In the field of computer graphics, the correspondence relationship is
commonly computed based on physical energy minimization or geometric shape similarity [14,19,20].
These methods use local geometric properties, such as the vertex angle, edge length, or triangle area,
to establish correspondence between two input shapes. However, these local geometric properties are
not sufficient to describe the hidden geographical properties within geometric shapes [21].
The process of path interpolation in morphing ensures that the intermediate shapes gradually
change along a specified trajectory, that the boundaries of the intermediates exhibit no shrinkage,
and that the interiors are not distorted. The simplest method is linear interpolation, which is
only suitable for simple shapes. Sederberg et al. [22] proposed an intrinsic interpolation method
which can avoid shrinkage by interpolating the edge lengths and vertex angles of two input shapes.
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The interpolation method is presented to improve the effect of boundary interpolation using rigid
motion and compatible triangulation [23–25].
The aforementioned morphing technologies mainly involve pure geometric shapes without
considering the potential geographic features underneath the geometric details of geographic elements,
such as the orthogonal geometric features of a building polygon. However, continuous map
generalization is a process of geographic feature abstraction rather than focusing on pure geometric
detail change [21]. In the area of map generalization, Van Kreveld [15] introduced two simple
algorithms to morph a polyline into a straight-line segment. Cecconi and Galanda [26] obtained
a one-to-one correspondence between two polyline vertices by inserting abundant vertices on a polyline
with few vertices based on the proportional chord length principle. Nöellenburg et al. [6] presented
a morphing method based on dynamic programming. Whited and Rossignac [27] used ball maps [28]
to detect the corresponding points of two smooth objects, and five different trajectories (Hat, Linear,
Tangent, Circular and Parabolic) were used for morphing. Recently, Deng and Peng [7] considered the
entire structures of linear features during the process of feature correspondence and used straight-line
trajectories to generate intermediate-scale linear features.
Most of these morphing methods are suitable for the continuous generalization of geographic
features with smooth boundaries but not for building features with orthogonal boundaries. This paper
presents a morphing method based on the turning angle function to continuously generalize building
features. First, we transform the representation of vector coordinates in the spatial domain based
on the turning angle function. Second, we construct the correspondence relationship between two
turning angle functions, which consider both the geometric characteristics and changing regularity of
the building boundaries. Finally, we compute the turning angle function at the intermediate scale and
transform it to the corresponding geometric shape.
3. Methodology
3.1. Conceptual Model
For the same building entity at different scales, a is the original building footprint of detailed
representation on a large scale Ta, b is the simplified footprint of coarse representation at small scale
Tb, and Mid is the intermediate representation at the in-between scale TMid. The morphing model
can be denoted as Mid = f(a, b, g), where f is the shape interpolation function based on the turning
angle function and g is a scale-related parameter that controls the degree of interpolation. When
0 ≤ g ≤ 1, Mid is monotonically and continuously related to g. A small value of g indicates that
Mid is more similar to b, whereas a large value of g indicates that Mid is more similar to a. When
g = 1, Mid = a; when g = 0, Mid = b; and when 0 < g < 1, Mid is between a and b. The relationship









where h is a function based on the particular relationship between Mid and TMid in continuous




In this conversion, the degree of morphing is controlled by the scale TMid. The conceptual model
can be implemented in three main steps: transformation of the vector data to the turning angle function,
feature matching, and trajectory interpolation at the intermediate scale.
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3.2. Transformation of Vector Data into the Turning Angle Function
The shape boundary of the vector format has N points. The steering angle function of the shape is
the cumulative function of the steering angle; the detailed procedure is as follows. First, select a point
P0 within N as the start point. Second, construct the independent variable t, which is the arc length
between the start point P0 and every other point Pi(i = 1, 2, ···, N) along the shape boundary in the
counterclockwise direction. Because the arc length between two adjacent points Pi−1 and Pi is tPi−1Pi ,
t is represented as ∑ij=1 tPj−1Pj , and its domain is [0, perimeter]. Third, construct the dependent variable
θ, which is the accumulation of turning angles along the shape boundary from P0. Here, we define
the azimuth angle of side P0P1 as the turning angle of start point P0, and the start orientation of this
azimuth angle is the positive x-axis. The turning angle is positive in the counterclockwise direction


















, j = 0
i ∈ [1, N] (3)
Figure 1 is an example that illustrates the principal of the turning angle function, where the
illustration on the left is an orthogonal polygon with equal sides of one unit. If we select point I as
the start point P0, polygon α can be represented in the form of the turning angle function, as shown
on the right side of the figure. In this case, θ is the sum of the azimuth angle of each side and
2kπ (k is an integer). The initial value of k is zero; when θ is larger than 2π, it is equal to positive one,
and when θ is smaller than zero, it will equal negative one. Additionally, different start points will
result in different frequency curves. As shown in Figure 1, if point II is selected as the start point,
the turning angle function and related frequency curve are different from those of point I. The selection
of the start point will be discussed in the experimental section.
Figure 1. Turning angle function of shape α with different start points.
In an actual situation, an issue exists with the above turning angle function: different shapes
of different perimeters have different domains of t. As shown in Figure 2, shapes α and β are two
orthogonal polygons. Each side in α is one unit, and each side in β is three units. Their domains are
[0, 12] and [0, 20], and their frequency curves overlap based on the turning angle function on the right
side of the figure. To use the turning angle function for further analysis of the shape characteristic,
we must unify the domains and convert them into [0, 1] to construct a normalized turning angle
function. The normalization method is shown in Equation (4). The post-normalization frequency
curves are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Overlap of the frequency curves of shapes α and β in different domains.
Figure 3. Overlap of the frequency curves of shapes α and β in a unified domain.
3.3. Matching of Sides
The turning angle function converts the geometric characteristics of a shape in the spatial domain
into the frequency domain. By overlapping the frequency curves of two shapes, we can obtain their
geometric differences and similarities, which will be used to guide the matching of sides. Shapes a and
b have sides ta and tb and normalized turning angle functions θ = θa(ta) and θ = θb(tb), respectively.








According to the above definition, shape α in Figure 2 has eight heterogeneous sides: [0.05,0.1],
[0.15,0.2], [0.3,0.35], [0.4,0.45], [0.55,0.6], [0.65,0.7], [0.8,0.85], and [0.9,0.95]. All other sides are
homogeneous. The turning angle of the homogeneous sides may not be strictly equal at different scales
due to the cartographic precision. Therefore, we must modify these matching conditions as follows:{
ta ⊆ tb




|θa(ta)− θb(tb)| > δ
(8)
where δ is the matching error, which influences the side-matching accuracy. The value of δ is
determined by the generalization precision.
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In the actual matching process, because of the normalized domain, the constraint on domain
ta ⊆ tb cannot be satisfied. For example, in Figure 4, the sides of shape γ in red cannot satisfy the above
condition of ta ⊆ tb; therefore, these sides cannot be designated as homogeneous or heterogeneous
sides. Furthermore, the difference in the shape perimeter may cause some mismatch. For example,
during the transformation from γ to β, the sides in blue remain unchanged, but they are designated as
heterogeneous sides. To solve these problems, we consider the geometric characteristics of the shape.
Figure 4. Matching of building sides based on the turning angle function.
The sides of shape a are given by Sa : {tai |i ∈ [0, Na]}, where Na is the number of sides of a.
Additionally, the sides of shape b are given by Sb :
{
tbj |j ∈ [0, Nb]
}
, where Nb is the number of sides
of b. Considering the characteristics of scale (Ta > Tb), we have Na ≥ Nb, which implies that during
the generalization process, one or more sides of shape a becomes a side in shape b. For example,
in Figure 2, the sides tα1 , tα2 , tα3 , tα4 , and tα5 of shape α transform to side tβ1 of shape β. The sides
of shape a can be divided into Nb subsets Sas : {tasi i ∈ Ns, Ns ( [0, Na]&i ∈ [0, Nb]} according to the
segmentation condition, which will be described in the next paragraph. Now, we can formulate the
matching problem as one-to-one mapping between Sas and Sb.
Because shapes a and b refer to the same geographical entity, they have similar spatial distributions.
We can use the Euclidean distance as the basis to divide each shape into segments. The specific process
is as follows. First, select a point Pbi(i ∈ [0, Nb]) on shape b as the start point. Second, make a circle
C with center point Pbi and radius r (r is the distance threshold). Third, search for points on shape
a within circle C, and select point Pak with the minimum distance as one splitting point of shape a.
Then, push k into the splitting position of set U. Repeat this process until all points of shape b are
traversed. Finally, we obtain a set U with Nb elements. Set U constitutes the segmentation condition.
Using this method, we can obtain the closest points of Pb0 , Pb1 , Pb2 , and Pb3 as Pγ0 , Pγ1 , Pγ8 , and Pγ13
in Figure 5, and the splitting position set U = {0, 1, 8, 13}, which divides the sides of shape γ into
four subsets, as shown in Table 1. We can determine if each side in the four subsets is a homogeneous
side or a heterogeneous side according to Equations (7) and (8). In Table 1, the sides in bold font are
homogeneous sides, and the others are heterogeneous sides.



















tpγ13 pγ14 , tpγ14 pγ15 , tpγ15 pγ16 , tpγ16 pγ17 , tpγ17 pγ18 , tpγ18 pγ19 , tpγ19 pγ0
}
tpβ3 pβ0
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Figure 5. Illustration of the segmentation condition
3.4. Shape Interpolation
During the transformation from shape a to b in building feature generalization, the turning
angles do not change, the number of homogeneous sides increases, and the number of heterogeneous
sides decreases. Now, we present a model to express these changes and perform shape interpolation.
The homogeneous side of shape a is tsamei(i ∈ [0, number of homogeneous sides]), and its increment
is ∆tsamei ; the heterogeneous side of shape a is tdiffi(i ∈ [0, number of heterogeneous sides]), and its
decrement is ∆tdiffi . The transformation model from a to b is represented as follows:
Mid = f(tsamei , tdiffi , ∆tsamei , ∆tdiffi) (9)
where f is the turning angle function and tsamei and tdiffi can be obtained in the process of side matching.
This model is equal to the mode of morphing Mid = f(a, b, g). During the transformation from shape
a to b, the number of heterogeneous sides gradually decreases to zero, and the decrement is related to
the scale parameter g.
∆tdiffi = −tdiffi(1− g) (10)





∆tsamei = tbj − tsametotal (11)
where NS is the number of sides of shape a, tsametotal is the sum of homogeneous sides in shape a, tbj is
the corresponding number of homogeneous sides in shape b, and ∆tsametotal is the increment of
homogeneous sides in shape a. Notably, as the number of homogeneous sides in shape a increases,
the increment decreases. In this model, the increment must be obtained from the segmented subsets of
sides but not from a single side or the entire shape. The increment of the homogeneous sides ∆tsamei is
also proportional to the length of side tsamei and related to the scale parameter g.




Finally, the continuous generalization model from shape a to b can be represented as a turning
angle function at the intermediate scale.
θMid = θ(t)
{
t = tasame + (1− g)
tasame
tsametotal
(tb − tsametotal) t ∈ homogeneous sides
t = gtadiff t ∈ heterogeneous sides
(13)
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In Figure 6, shape a at the large scale has five sides {a1,a2,a3,a4,a5}, while shape b at the small scale
has one corresponding side b1. After side matching, subset {a1, a5} includes the homogeneous sides,
and {a2,a3,a4} includes the heterogeneous sides. Given the parameter g = 0.5, the length of sides a1, a2,
a3, a4, a5, and b1 are 41 units, 42 units, 39 units, 56 units, 59 units, and 136 units, respectively. According
to the above interpolation model, we obtain ∆a1 = 7.38, ∆a5 = 10.62, ∆a2 = −21, ∆a3 = −19.5,
and ∆a4 = −28. During the transformation from shape a to b, the number of homogeneous sides
gradually increases until they are connected, and the number of heterogeneous sides gradually decreases
to zero.
Figure 6. Interpolation of the intermediate scale based on the turning angle function-based morphing
model (TAFBM).
4. Case Study
We evaluate our algorithms using two groups of experiments: one regarding the principle
of selecting the start point and the other regarding the application of TAFBM for continuous
generalization. All experiments are performed on a Dell OptiPlex 3020 MT PC (micro tower personal
computer) with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU (central processing unit) and a memory of 8 GB
in Microsoft Windows 7. The related TAFBM algorithms are implemented in C++ and compiled
with VS2012.
4.1. Selection of the Start Point of the Turning Angle Function
The selection of start points is important in the representation of using the turning angle function.
Here, we present four basic principles in the selection of a start point:
(P1) The geometric distance priority principle. We should select the point with the shortest distance
between the original shape and the final shape as the start point.
(P2) The spatial position priority principle. We should select the point closest to the center of the
shape as the start point.
(P3) The topological relationships priority principle. We should select a point with topological
significance as the start point.
(P4) From P1 to P3, the priority increases. Generally, the topological relationship is more important
than the spatial position, and the spatial position is more important than the geometric distance.
Thus, principle 3 is given the highest priority, principle 2 has a medium priority, and principle 1
has the lowest priority.
Figure 7 is a set of contrast tests with different start points. In case 1, we select the closest
point as the start point. We can observe that the slight concavity in the circle area remains smooth
and continuously changes until it disappears. In case 2, the start point at the large scale is not the
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closest point. In this case, the slight concavity in the circle area prematurely disappears and results in
an uncoordinated shape during the interpolation. In cases 3 and 4, the small square is an anchor point
that does not change during the interpolation. We select the point near the geometric center and the
closest point as the start points in cases 3 and 4, respectively. Our comparison shows that during the
entire interpolation, the intermediate states in case 3 preserve their geometric positions well, whereas
in case 4, their geometric positions drift relative to the anchor. In cases 5 and 6, we select a topologically
significant point and a point near the geometric center as the start points, respectively. The former
preserves the topological relationship during the entire interpolation, but in case 6, the topological
relationship is invalid at some scales. From this case study, we observe that principles P1–P4 are
feasible for the choice of a start point.
Figure 7. Morphing based on different start points.
4.2. Application of TAFBM for the Continuous Generalization of Building Features
The experimental data for continuous generalization include a pair of building datasets at the
scales of Ta = 1:10,000 and Tb = 1:50,000 from the Shenzhen residential map of China. The two initial
datasets are shown in Figure 8 and reflect the typical building patterns in China. Based on principles
P1–P4, the start points are selected and marked with black circles. To apply the TAFBM model
for continuous generalization, we must identify the particular form of the function in Equation (1).
Here, we assume that parameters g and TMid are linearly dependent. Considering the constraints in














During the continuous generalization, parameter g is set to 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2,
and 0.1. Using Equation (14), we can obtain the corresponding scales of 1:14,000, 1:18,000, 1:22,000,
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1:26,000, 1:30,000, 1:34,000, 1:38,000, 1:42,000, and 1:46,000. The results of continuous generalization
are shown in Figure 9, where each single building plan smoothly and continuously changes, and the
main geometric characteristics are preserved at every intermediate scale. Additionally, the relationship
between the spatial direction and topology is well preserved.
Figure 8. Beginning and end states of the experimental data.
Figure 9. Continuous generalization of a building map using TAFBM.
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For two polygons, a at 1:10,000 and b at 1:50,000, we can evaluate the effectiveness of scaling
Mid to TMid using the turning function distance (TFD), which was proposed by [29] based on the Lp
distance between the turning functions of two polygons. The value of TFD varies from 0–1. According
to this method, if the TFD between the two polygons is small, their shapes are similar. We can define
the similarity between a and Mid and b and Mid as follows.
adegree = 1− TFDa (15)
bdegree = 1− TFDb (16)
where TFDa denotes the TFD between a and Mid and TFDb denotes the TFD between b and Mid.
Table 2 shows the similarity for intermediate scales of 1:10,000 and 1:50,000. According to the
calculation results in Table 2, a large value of g or TMid corresponds to a high similarity between Mid
and a (adegree) and a low similarity between Mid and b (bdegree). Thus, parameter g is significantly
correlated with the scale.
Table 2. Similarity of shape at the intermediate scale based on the beginning and end states of a polygon.
g 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1/TMid 46,000 42,000 38,000 34,000 30,000 26,000 22,000 18,000 14,000
adegree 0.312 0.398 0.477 0.541 0.614 0.673 0.746 0.851 0.938
bdegree 0.946 0.899 0.826 0.758 0.684 0.611 0.529 0.438 0.356
We know that the TAFBM includes three steps: transformation of the vector data into the turning
angle function, feature matching, and trajectory interpolation at the intermediate scale. Assuming
that n polygons are involved in the transformation, the average number of vertices per polygon is m,
and according to the principle of the TAFBM, the time complexity of each step is O(nm). The vertex
number of building footprint m is generally small. Thus, the time consumption of our model is closely
related to the number of polygons n. Table 3 shows the temporal statistics of the experiment illustrated
in Figure 9, where the TAFBM effectively and efficiently provides building footprint morphing
and continuous generalization. In general, our interpolation algorithm can generate approximately
10 intermediate building footprints of moderate complexity per second.
Table 3. Performance statistics of the experiment illustrated in Figure 9 (the run time is measured
in seconds; n = 46; m = 15).
Turning Function Matching Interpolation Total
Run time 1.263 2.387 1.334 4.984
5. Conclusions
The morphing of building features based on a turning angle function is presented in this study.
There are three main steps in the TAFBM: the conversion of vector data to the turning angle function,
feature matching, and trajectory interpolation at the intermediate scale. In the process of conversion
from the vector data to the turning angle function, the selection of the start point is crucial, and the
principles P1–P4 proposed in this study are proven to be feasible. During the feature-matching
process, the turning angle in the frequency domain and geometric characteristics in the spatial domain
should be considered. In the trajectory interpolation process, the linear correlation model of g and
an intermediate scale are sufficient. The case study shows that the TAFBM is suitable for the continuous
generalization of building features with orthogonal characteristics. During progressive generalization,
the geometric characteristics and their relationship to the spatial direction and topology are well
preserved. Furthermore, the TAFBM is suitable for morphing in one-to-one mapping situations,
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but it only considers the generalization of a building ground plan. If the scale significantly changes,
the model must include shape simplification, deletion, dimension reduction, aggregation, typification,
and semantic fusion generalization operations. In the future, we will further develop the morphing
method for the continuous generalization of residential features by considering changes in shape
detail, geometric dimensions, mapping cardinality, and semantic conversion.
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